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Abstract: The purpose of present study is examination of the impact of information processing 
systems, with respect to analytical and intuitive cognitive style, on judgments, decision making and 
assessment of stock price by stock exchange analysts. Research questions and hypotheses are based on 
Jung's theory of individual differences in perception and information processing. According to this 
theory, regarding understanding men have two key differences: 1- Perception: how to get information, 
2– Judgment: how to process the obtained information. It is to be expected that differences in 
information processing based on examinees' cognitive style influence on the estimated stock price by 
them. Test subjects who were stock exchange analysts were exposed to two tests including the test of 
"the type of information processing system" and "decision making test ". The test of data processing 
system type was done through the standard questionnaire of Myers and Briggs personality type and 
accordingly test subjects were divided in to two main groups "intuitive" and " analytical ". In decision 
making test, test subjects were exposed to some self made  questionnaires which were  based on the 
financial statements of the six anonymous companies (including profit and loss income statement, 
balance sheet and selected liquidity and profitability ratios) and they were asked to estimate the stock 
price of these companies. Obtained data was analyzed through a one-way analysis of variance and T-
student test. Results showed that intuitive and analytical test subjects have evaluated the price 
differently, but hypotheses about how to process information did not confirm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 According to the conceptual model of interaction relationship, characteristics of the subject considered and 
individual features of decision maker (index 1), and also considering Individual Differences are the sources of 
the formation of a decision making behavior . The present study is designed to study the effect of information 
processing systems, with regard to analytical and intuitive personality types (cognitive style), on judgments and 
decision making and evaluation of stock price by investment companies' managers. 
  In this study, a sample which were selected from stock exchange analysts were divided into two groups: 
intuitive and analytical and stock prices estimated by them compared  with companies' real information, it is to 
be expected that differences in the style of information processing  based on the cognitive style of test subjects, 
influence on their estimated stock price. Intuitive managers estimate stock price to be more positive however 
analytical managers, are more accurate in their estimation. 
 

 
 

Index 1: The three- sided conceptual model on the quality of decision-making (Kutschera, IDA., 2002). 
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Theoretical Bases Of Individual Difference In Decision Making:  
 The present research is in the field of behavioral financial researches. Olsen believes that behavioral finance 
seeks to understand and predict the results of the psychological processes of decision making. In other words 
behavioral finance seeks the effects of Psychological processes of decision making. 
 There are two systems for information processing, which are parallel. These systems include both analytical 
and intuitive cognitive system (Casey, C.J., 1980). Analytical system is a logic -based data processing system, in 
order to be able to justify the deliberate actions. But Intuitive cognitive system is an experience -based system, 
this system processes objective data as implied in a comprehensive model which is easy and relatively 
automatic. Intuitive processing method is economic and useful, but it is subject to desires and cognitive 
distortions. On the other hand analytical processing is less prone to subjective tendencies and distortions. Since 
intuition is the immediate knowledge of what a thing is, without conscious thought, it is called the thought of 
left brain and the analysis which is conscious investigation of all sectors of a subject before getting to judgment 
is called the thought of right brain .People can be both analytical and intuitive, but they are more likely to have 
more tendency toward one kind of cognitive style. People using intuitive method to process Information have a 
normative style. Intuitive processing is associated with sense based logic. Cognitive style and personality tests 
are used to measure these systems.  
 The first measurement of personality and cognitive style were discussed in psychological theories of Freud, 
Jung, Rogers and Odler, and then emerged in Isyl and Katl s personality factors. Myers - Briggs Type Indicator 
(MBTI) is an example of these efforts by Isabelle Myers and her daughter in 1940, which was presented after 
extensive studies on the theory of Carl Jung (Nourozi, C., 2000). Behaviorism is based on the stimulus-response 
paradigm. This paradigm is concentrated on external stimuli and observable behavior reaction. This procedure 
tends to ignore the psychological processes. Cognitive psychology and cognitive science look to the human 
mind as a factor mediating the effects of external stimuli on the behavioral reactions. Researchers believe that 
one scale of this intermediation can be observed through the study of human information processing (HIP). The 
general idea is to consider other intermediate processes like character, is also important. On the other hand, in  
Jung 's theory like cognitive science, mental functioning is considered  related to obtaining information and 
decision making and  it is known  as the focus of character. Some researchers (like Vasen 1993, Slocum Morris 
& chanhall 1989, Carey 1989 & kerin 1981) have mostly used gadgets for separating personality type in order to 
examine cognitive aspects of processing.  At the same time theories of personality insist that human cognition 
cannot be realized alone, so measurement gadgets of character are like behavioral scales and involve 
introspection, extroversion, consistence, organization, full concentration, emotion, intuitionism, and a range of 
desires and interests. Thus, personality theory doesn’t reject cognitive science but believes that it should be 
firmly based on a stable infrastructure, developed and combined with a wider basis.  
MBTI has been well received in accounting researches, because: 
1 There is a close relationship between the theory of personality type and input, processing, output and 

feedback patterns which are related to cognition.  
2 The cognitive researches have demonstrated MBTI potentiality in accounting researches. Some of these 

researches include: processing, output and feedback to solve the problem (Huitt, 1992), patterns for 
presenting information (Compbell & Kain, 1991), understanding style (Holsworth, 1985), cognitive style 
and decision strategies (Huitt, 1992), the role of learning in structural decision making (Kotteman.remu, 
1998), group decision-making (Chang, 2003) and cognitive learning styles (Cosier & ruble, 1990).  

3  MBTI is a substitute to determine dimensions of understanding and cognitive styles. 
 In this study, we are going to examine the effect of information processing systems, in terms of analytical 
and intuitive cognitive style, on assessment and evaluation of stock price by stock exchange analysts. 
 
How to Process Information, From Jung's point of view: 
 The most important classification of cognitive styles was based on Carl Jung's studies which were later 
developed by Isabel Myers and Mecaully. The concept of cognitive styles that was introduced by Carl Jung, 
expressed a clear and certain ways through which people understand their around world. From Jung's point of 
view people have two major differences in terms of cognitive perspective:               
1 -Perception: how to get information 
2 - Judgment: how to process obtained information. 
 
Perception:  
 Information is obtained in two ways:  
  a) Objective: through the senses and  
  b) Abstract: through intuition.  
 People who prefer to gain information through sensation (touching, hearing, feeling, smelling and tasting), 
are emotional and information that is obtained in this way is objective (Wesley, Ralph, 1994). Intuitive people 
tend to see through the vision (Wesley, Ralph, 1994). Intuition makes possible perception beyond the obvious 
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sources of information. Holistic description of information makes people of intuitive perception capable of 
understanding abstract and quantitative data, (Nourozi, C., 2000). People of intuitive perception are able to 
collect information beyond the obvious in urgent situation and extend their understanding for a larger image 
(Nourozi, C., 2000). 
 
Judgments:  
 Perception is only half of the way, information is perceived through the senses and intuition. However 
human mind needs to judge on how to use information. This can be done in two ways: 
a) Logical thinking and  
b) Subjective feeling. 
 People of logical thinking tend to associate ideas through logical relations. Logic and objective analysis are 
of the characteristics of a thinking -based man. People, who prefer emotional method to judge, use rational 
process of relationships that are subjective in nature. These people's judgment tends to humanity and is 
according to the norms of good and evil (Nourozi, C., 2000). Perception is a situation in which people become 
aware of stimuli (impact) and judgment is the way people come to results and include evaluation of options, 
decision making and choosing the appropriate response and is after observation of the stimulus (Nourozi, C., 
2000). Only two of the four dimensions of personality are considered in cognitive style researches.  Hirsch & 
kummerow (1990) state that performance is associated with paying attention (perception) and decision making 
(judgments). 
 
The Background Of Cognitive Style Researches In Accounting: 
 Arabmazar and Masihabadi in a research entitled "understanding of accounting information, judgment on it 
and investment decision making" studied the effects of accounting information on cognitive processes 
(perception, assessment and decision making). In this study, 235 investment professionals in shares were tested. 
These tests include a "test of cognitive style of processing" and "test of investment situation and opportunities," 
In test of cognitive style of processing, test subjects were divided into two groups as information based and 
concept based. The main results are as follows: 1 – Information based and concept based group Perception 
affect on their judgments, 2 - Information based and concept based groups' Perception doesn’t affect on their 
decisions significantly, 3 – information based group judgment affects on their final decision, 4 – process of 
information based and concept based decision making is not the same, 5 –information based group decide more 
accurately, 6 – concept based group assesses financial ratios more positively (Arabmazar, M., A. Masihabadi, 
2003). 
 Masihabadi and Pouryousof in a research entitled "The auditor cognitive style, Multiplicity/ frequency of 
financial ratios and judgment on continuity of activity ", investigated the effect of auditor cognitive style and 
information volume on the quality of comment about continuity of activity. Research questions and hypotheses 
are based on Schorder, driveer, And Strefert Theory on information processing. Examined Auditors who were 
senior managers and supervisors of the audit department were exposed to, the two tests of "cognitive style test " 
and " comment on continuity of activity test ". Based on cognitive style tests, examined auditors were divided in 
to two groups of "abstract " and " objective" groups. Results showed that the auditors ' ability to process 
information depends on their cognitive style and this follows Schorder, driveer, And Strefert Theory: abstract 
Auditors encounter information overload with less information processing (Masihabadi, A., A. Pouryousof, 
2008).  
 In a research entitled "The effects of information volume and cognitive style on the quality of decision in 
serious financial decision making condition" Hansen studied the Effect of information volume and cognitive 
style of audit on prediction of bankruptcy in corporate. Findings of this study that deviate from Schorder, 
driveer, And Strefert Theory, showed that subjects didn’t encounter with information overload (saturation) 
(Hansen, James David, 1993). 
 In a research, entitled " Changing the volume of accounting data: the effect on predicting bankruptcy by 
loan granted authorities." Casey investigated the effect of accounting data volume on 122 bank officials and 
their ability to predict bankruptcy. Findings of this research showed that those who had access to a moderate 
volume of information without spending more time to make decision had better performance than the group who 
had access to a small volume of data . The group who had access to high volume of information did not predict 
more accurately but spend more time to make decision. This study confirmed the information overload which 
was set forth in Schorder, driveer, And Strefert Theory (Casey, C.J., 1980). 
 In a research entitled "Interpretation of the effect of character on information processing" Pratt concentrated 
on McGhee, Shields, and Birnbery1978 study. McGhee, Shields, Birnbery investigated the importance of two 
variables of bearing / impatience against uncertainty and the style of decision making in information processing. 
Pratt study was focused on the MA students' decisions to buy or not buy shares after financial analysis and the 
results showed the considerable effect of the variable of decision making style compared to the variable of 
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bearing against ambiguity in description, understanding or prediction of human information processing (Pratt, J., 
1980). 
 
The Research Hypotheses: 
 As mentioned, analytical processing system is logic based system and is less prone to cognitive distortions 
and desires, Therefore it is to be expected that those who use this system to process information, have more 
accurate estimates. 
 On the other hand those who use intuitive processing system for information processing are exposed to 
cognitive distortions and desires. Given the positive trends in human information processing, these people's 
estimates are expected to be more positive.  
According to the above assumptions this research can be formulated as follows:  
1 - The estimated stock price by intuitive and analytical analysts is not the same.  
2 - Intuitive analysts estimate stock prices to be more positive.  
3 - Analytical analysts estimate more accurately.  
 The investigation of confidence level of decision makers is a major part of decision making researches. As 
Snowball mentioned:  Biased and inappropriate confidence in judgment and … leads Judgments and decisions 
to be random and uninformed. According to results of similar surveys intuitive people, compared with analytical 
people, have more confidence in their decisions.  
Therefore the fourth hypothesis of this study is defined as follows:  
4 - The confidence level of intuitive analysts to their estimates is higher. 
 
Research Method: 
 This research is a descriptive research. 90 stock analysts were tested. The test subjects exposed to two tests 
include "test of information processing system" and "test of decision making ". 56 responses were received. 
Investigated Sample size, given that each test subject has estimated 6 companies' stock price, was estimated 6, 
336 (6 × 56).  
 Test of information processing systems, includes standard MBTI questionnaire and decision making test 
includes a self  made questionnaire, these tests are based on 6 anonymous companies'  basic financial statements 
(such as profit and loss list, balance sheet and selected liquidity and profitability ratios). Test subjects exposed to 
these two tests and are asked to estimate these companies' stock price. Since researchers have access to the real 
price of stocks of selected companies, if test subjects estimate stock price more than actual price it will be 
considered a positive estimate. Then obtained data was examined through models of descriptive statistics, 
Student t test and test of analysis of variance within groups. 
 
Data Analysis And Hypotheses Testing: 
The Result Of Number One Hypothesis Test: 
1) Estimated stock price by intuitive and analytical analysts is not the same.  
 Since each test subject has estimated stock price of six companies and these estimates are not independent 
from each other, so the best test to examine this hypothesis is analysis of one way variance within test subjects. 
Preconditions for this test are normal observations and parallel variances between groups which have been 
tested through Kolmogorov-smirnov test and Mauchly's test of Sphericity. After establishing these 
preconditions, the analysis of one-way variance within test subjects is used. 
 

 Sum of squares 
Degrees of 
freedom 

Mean square  
 

Statistic f 
 

Confidence 
distance 

Intensity 
influence 

Fixed 11737566499 1 793/11737566499 349/6564 000/0 992/0 
Method(intuitive and 
analytical) 

853/44236581 1 853/44236581 740/24 000/0 318/0 

Error 104/94768124 53 813/1788077    

 
Index number 2 - Chart Analysis - One -way variance within subjects 
 The results of above table suggest that the calculated F statistics (74/24 = F) with above degrees of freedom 
(DF=1 and 53) is higher than criterion F statistics (02 / 4 = F) so the probability of 95% tells us that there is a 
significant difference in estimated stock price by intuitive and analytical analysts. Therefore the first hypothesis 
is confirmed. 

 
The Results Of Number Two Hypothesis Test:  
2) Intuitive analysts, estimate the stock price more positively. 
 T student test is used to examine the second hypothesis to compare actual average stock price with the 
average stock price estimated by intuitive analysts .In this test, the mean value of the real stock price is 
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calculated and then average of each estimate is compared with the calculated mean and the t statistic is obtained. 
Results are presented in ındex number three. 
 

 Statistic t 
 

Degrees of 
freedom 

Confidence 
distance 

Mean difference 
 

Confidence distance ( 95% )  
Lower  bound Upper bound 

stock price 228/1- 27 230/0 60976/139- 9708/327- 7513/93 

 
Index number 3 - The mean of estimated stock price by intuitive analysts in comparison with real stock price 
 Average of stock price is actually 5738/33 which is higher than the average of estimated stock price 5598/ 
72. Using t test in above table, the estimated stock price is compared with the actual mean. The results of above 
table show that the absolute value of the t statistic calculated (T = -1/228) with the degrees of freedom (DF =27) 
is lower than the criterion t statistic (T =1/703). Thus, with the probability of 95 percent, intuitive analysts do 
not estimate the price more positively.  So the second hypothesis is not confirmed. 
 
The Results Of Number Three Hypothesis Test: 
3) Analytical analyst's estimates are more accurate.  
 To examine the above hypothesis, like the previous hypothesis, t test is used. In this part stock price 
estimated by analytical analysts is compared with the actual stock price. The results were presented in the 
following index. 

 
  

Statistic t 
 

 
Degrees of 

freedom 

 
Confidence 

distance 

 
Mean difference 

 

Confidence distance ( 95% )  
Lower  bound Upper bound 

stock price 403/6 26 000/0 76877/592 4871/402 0504/783 

 
Index number 4- The mean of estimated stock price by analytical analysts in comparison with real stock price  
 Above results indicate that the calculated absolute value of the t statistic (T= 6/403) with above degrees of 
freedom is greater than (df =26) the criterion t statistic. Thus, with the probability of 95 percent, there are 
significant differences between the estimated stock price by analytical analysts and actual stock price. So the 
third hypothesis is not confirmed.  
 
The Results Of Number Four Hypothesis Test:  
 The assurance level of intuitive analysts toward their estimates is more than analytical analyst's assurance 
level.  
 This hypothesis test is similar to the first hypothesis test. After establishing the preconditions for normal 
observations and parallelism of variances between groups, the test of analysis of one-way variance within a 
group was used:  
 

 Sum of squares Degrees of 
freedom 

Mean square  
 

Statistic f 
 

Confidence 
distance 

Intensity 
influence 

Fixed 805/1651474 1 805/1651474 738/4015 000/0 987/0 
Method(intuitive and 
analytical) 

278/2589 1 278/2589 296/6 000/0 106/0 

Error 286/21796 53 251/411    

 
Index 5 - Chart Analysis - One -way variance within subjects 
 Results, illustrating in the above table, indicate that the calculated F statistics (F =6/296) with degrees of 
freedom (df =1/53) is greater than the criterion F statistic (F =4/02). Thus, with the probability of 95 percent, 
there are significant differences between assurance level in the analytical methods which are used by analytical 
and intuitive analysts. According to collected information we can conclude that the level of assurance in 
intuitive analysts is lower than analytical analysts. 
 
Conclusion: 
 Decision makers as well as accounting and auditing information users should know what is the effect of 
variables on their use of information, to have the best selection when they want to choose or process 
information. Since people use information in different ways, if priorities of accounting and auditing information 
recipients are considered, we hope that the use of information for decision making on investment will be more 
effective and efficient.  On the other hand, with regard to how people perceive and process information and their 
decision making models, their informational needs can be better responded. 
  According to relevant literature and similar research findings and as discussed in previous sections in 
detail, it is to be expected that the analysts who use analytical processing system, have more accurate estimates 
And analysis who use intuitive information processing system in information processing have more positive 
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assessments. The results of test of present study's hypotheses confirm the differences between intuitive analysts 
and analytical analysts with regard to estimated stock price. However the hypotheses related to more positive 
assessments by intuitive analysts and more accurate estimates of analytical analysts as well as relative assurance 
of intuitive analysts toward their assessments were not confirmed. Due to the relatively inefficient processes in  
pricing in Iran stock exchange And limitation of human science researches and questionnaire limitation, We 
conclude that making decision on the effects of how information processing based on cognitive style affects the 
estimated stock price, requires further investigations. 
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